
What is evolution?

• The idea that species change slowly over time

• Due to random mutations

• If a mutation causes an organism to better survive it will get 
passed down more frequently and will eventually take over 
the gene pool

• Add up enough mutations and you eventually create new 
species (over very long periods of time)



Isn’t Evolution just a Theory?

• Remember the definition of a scientific theory:

a well-substantiated explanation of some aspect of 

the natural world, based on a body of facts that have 
been repeatedly confirmed through observation and 
experiment. Such fact-supported theories are not 
"guesses" but reliable accounts of the real world.

• Just like the word “right” has multiple meanings, so does “theory”
• In Philosophy it means-Guess or pondering

• In Science it means-Proven explanation

• What this means:
• A scientific theory has already been shown to be true!

• A “guess” in science is called a hypothesis, not a theory

• Other Theories
• Gravity 

• Germ Theory (the theory that bacteria and viruses make us sick)



If we came from apes; why are 
apes still here?

Common question, let’s hear an answer from world 
renowned evolutionary biologist, Richard Dawkins…



If we came from apes; why are apes still here?



Evidence of 
Evolution



Evidence for Evolution



Paleontologists study Fossils to provide a record of 
evolutionary history, and show how things have 
changed over time.  

The fossil record is by no means complete, but our 
understanding of evolution becomes more complete 
as more fossils are found each year.  

Fossils



Fossils can show us when different species lived.

Based on where they show up in rock formations

(stratigraphy)

Deeper=Older

Fossils at Same Depth = Same Age

Fossils



Fossils can show us the progression of evolution

Fossils



Embryology
Embryology: Study of the development of embryos in various 
species.  

Embryology shows how many species look nearly identical in early 
development

Evidence of a common ancestor

Multiple species’ 
Embryonic Development

Human Embryos



What organisms do you think the embryos are?

Do you think they are closely related?



How about now? 

Follow each embryo down to see it further 
developed.



Were you right?

Pig Calf Rabbit Human



Molecular/DNA Evidence
• Organisms that are more related share more 

DNA/amino acid sequences.

• Less Different = More recent common ancestor



Anatomy
Examining anatomical features provides us 

evolutionary clues to links between species. 

Homologous structures

Analogous structures

Vestigial structures



Homologous Structures

The arms and hearts of different species 
have similar bone structure, even though 
they don’t have similar functions.  Shows 

the DO have a common ancestor

Homologous structures: physical structures with a 
common (same) evolutionary origin, but now serve 
different functions

Think “Homo” = “Same”



Analogous Structures
Analogous Structures:  similar structures on very 
unrelated species.  

They don’t have a common origin (no common ancestor) 
but demonstrate adaptation to similar environments.

The underlying structures that allow 
each individual are different, even 
though they perform a similar function



Analogous Structures

Wings of insects, mammals, birds and reptiles look similar because 
they perform similar functions, NOT due to a common ancestor!



Vestigial structures—structures/organs that serve 
no function in the modern species but were useful 
to an ancestor.

The existence of vestigial 
structures demonstrates 
change over time

Vestigial Structures

Blind Cave Salamander
Lives in the dark so has lost functional eyes, but 

retains a dark spot (reminiscent eyes)



Vestigial Structures
Example: Whale’s pelvic/femur bone

Fossil record shows gradual 
loss of use of pelvis

Modern Whale Skeleton, why does it 
need that pelvic bone?  It isn’t 
connected to anything!


